Abstract. Distance learning (Pembelajaran Jarak Jauh) during pandemic Covid-19 in Indonesia indicating the image of the ideal is a way to culturally resilient adaptation. Students from primary school until higher education includes adults and institutions identify problems on infrastructure and behavior that show conscience as cultural resilience. The methodology of constructivism using method of interpretation of documentation and interview become data for the research paper. Informants of three students, parents and a teacher of music class Matahari primary school selected whom having the experience of distance learning are to interpret conscience. The distance learning to students appeals to have impacts on every individual related such as parents and revitalize their conscience in order to and for resilience following resistance and accommodation. Most people try to behave using their ability to navigate during this period of hardship on psychological, social, cultural and physical resources. They negotiate resources in a meaningful way to the advantage of person or group. In conclusion, conscience becomes cultural resilience triggered by pembelajaran jarak jauh during pandemic of Covid-19 in Indonesia. Human consciousness upon conscience appear to sustain culturally after experiencing exaggerated and overwhelming feeling of being lockdown and sense being in cage beside problems in shifting behavior.

1 Introduction

Pembelajaran jarak jauh (for the rest using: distance learning) has been applied pervasively in academic and educational institutions all over Indonesia during the Covid-19 pandemic. It has been one of the goals in Sustainable Development Goal, founded about two decades ago. Pandemic of Covid-19 is positioning human life in this global world into borders social, cultural, economic, political, and nowadays it relates to technology [10] [32]. This reflective comes out from an indicator of distance learning spontaneously and abruptly using ICT being performed globally without instruction from global institutions intently conducted by all levels of education to avoid the prevalence of pandemic Covid-19[10] [33] [34] [35]. The event of distance learning spontaneously conducted globally began in the middle of semester learning, thus places human beings all over the world into the threshold. This condition
triggers issues and problems of human behavior in Indonesia beyond youth and seniors, kids and parents, etc. The events currently happen, reminding us people all over the world to behave about borders. Borders are reflected clearly when human beings in the condition of the threshold. This paper is an argument to counter-arguments concerning the events happening today, such as new normal, new culture, etc. Hopefully, it would contribute to theoretical and practical outline for human lives [1].

Pandemic of Covid-19 enforces ICT and the internet, to become significant to support human lives, such as distance learning. Learning used to be in the class meeting was viewed as the ideal in the pandemic Covid-19 event shifting to the online meeting in demand. Online learning used to be reluctantly accepted and neglected [20] [22]. Today online learning virtually becomes intently and conditionally in demand to perform [14]. Indeed, pandemic Covid-19 has not been controlled in Indonesia to be the cause of online distance learning as the only option to be conducted nowadays [27] [15].

Virtual distance learning performed encouragingly in Indonesia by majority forms something before merely imagination becomes the image of ideal learning [7]. Virtual meetings in distance learning enforce us all as the image of the ideal for learning by individual selves and authorities' power [19]. Policymakers try hard in many ways to encourage people to use distance learning by massive and extensive announcements addressing policies, regulations, and strategies wishing the process would reach learning goals. These regulations also apply for employees and employers of government and enterprises to perform a new work style from home. It might not be something new for people who have done it to comply with their jobs, but most people find it a new way of life. It is the blessing in disguise for ICT to boost itself by the power of nature. This kind of new style of meeting and gathering using variety of applications provided by ICT providers widely spread on variety of age groups not only kids in school age groups and students in higher education.

While all these uses of ICT applications have become important, how do students in schools and higher education accept and deal with this way of distance learning suddenly, excluding distance learning school and university students? Distance learning tries to understand how digital writing can be different from linear writing for print and to train his students in a new form of digital representation [24]. It becomes tyranny and pervasive at the same time. Higher education students may be assumed more easily adaptable with this kind of environment even though they need more effort to adjust with their lifestyle in using their applications from leisure entertainment and social interaction functions shifting in to more seriously focus on formal learning situation which used to be performed in the face to face class meeting [23]. School students seem to have got used to applications too. Somehow, they need more cost to spend on data purchase, which may be covered and altered by transportation fees. Adaptation becomes problems for most people in Indonesia, from ideals they used to get directly face to face meeting shifting to fabricated ideals in the image. The ideal of learning in traditional meanings are standards that society has made for itself. We assure ourselves that this distance learning during crisis event ideals is not dissolute since ideals are obsolete [14]. Students believe themselves a nation guided by ideals even though there still needs some minor students' efforts to get out of their reluctance, but this kind act is part of human behavior in common. Ideals are given by tradition it may not be reached but it is chosen as human guides.

Distance learning during the Covid-19 pandemic in 2020 is the most extreme postmodernism held that his environment made man. In this 2020 year, we try not to abandon the belief that our environment makes us. We also believe that we make our environments. We think we can fill our experience with newly into existing content. This event of technology has a good shadow for behaviors and human minds getting used of technology in living their everyday lives [6].
Everything used to be performed directly face to face in most customs as ideals shifted, becoming ideals as something in common was conducted using ICT [6]. Boorstin explains the situation as someone who seems to know a celebrity based on his knowledge. The axis of distance learning and Covid-19 pandemic condition places ICT holds as a source of life for every human being in this world, in particular, Indonesia. No one deliberately gives his life in this condition. Everyone is trying to survive by their ideas in this condition and situation [9]. Almost everything we see, hear and do attract us that the power is ours. Everyone makes their environment and fill the experience with whatever they please. Men in this universe seem to reflect on their conscience after positioning themselves as spectators of their acts in their lives. Man makes the actors and is the performers in this hedonism life.

The problem of ICT as the borders of distance learning during the Covid-19 pandemic in Indonesia reflects ideals and images of men; thus, the background of the event becomes the source of humanity [1]. Men make their environment and fill their experience by using ICT with its familiar characteristics. ICT and learning have been planned and encultured for the desirable effects of having it. However, the Covid-19 pandemic pushes aside men and the worlds into their center and also the margin of their lives. It is a deviant event occurring spontaneously in which its existence triggers the reflection of human conscience all over the world to do everyday life and activities from homes. In this situation, ICT is the source of life events of every human being in this universe. It becomes the image of the ideal that contains: expectation – reality; public-private; face to face – virtual to adapt and sustain in this world as represented in sustainable development goals. The problem is to show the image of the ideal in ICT actualized by the distance learning process as the way of life during the Covid-19 pandemic in Indonesia and worldwide.

The novelty about distance learning and the Covid-19 pandemic in Indonesia turns out to be the construction of conscience for individuals' resilience, and institutions respond to hardship in social, economic, political, and culture based on resistance accommodation of each self. It is not merely the issues of technology and medical notions, as many authors concern. Conscience amongst individuals and communities is a way for human beings in hardship time to resilience constructed from deconstruction, such as which based on adaptive coping and maladaptive coping [8]. It is a faculty of the mind that motivates us to act morally—or at least according to our most deeply held values [6]. Most say it is a form of intuition and uses emotion and is shaped by reason. Many are thought to be informed by objective morality, with divine, transcendental, or natural sources. Even in our society, where we ostensibly recognize the cultural and personal relativity of morality, conscience is granted a special status, with laws protecting persons' rights and others not to violate their consciences. So, conscience is private, subjective, and culturally relative, but carries legal and political weight. Conscience occurs during hardship becomes a way to resilience and adaption [11]. Hardship such a pandemic is viewed as a predicted natural bad luck in every culture and society related to individual physical substantive. Whereas in the context of distance learning it includes cultural, social meaning above technological issues. Technology in a socio-cultural context nurtures and develops in human culture and comes after deconstructing natural environment phenomena. In human life, technology plays a great deal for better living and support human development sustainability. The implementation of Sustainable Development Goals has been prepared enthusiast as a national global framework for the unpredictable crisis in health, development, and equity needs a system at every level. It provides a modality to a paradigm shift in policy and action to protect the planet and ensure all people in peace and to overcome poverty [22].
2 Method

The methodology performed is constructivism research. Constructivism research views reality is human product of intelligence interacting with experience in the real world. Therefore, this research includes human mental and activity to see men in the process of knowing reality [13]. The method of research was supposed to be done by field work by interview and observation as method of data collection. However, pandemic of Covid-19 happens to in the beginning of the process of interview preparation such as having connected with three students of fifth grade, a school teacher, and two parents of the mentioned music class students of Matahari primary school.

They are asked to express themselves about pembelajaran jarak jauh they are experiencing during pandemic Covid-19). The students of Matahari primary school is selected as they have used and experienced the distance learning once in a while before pandemic Covid-19 arise acquainted through the teacher. Therefore, data collection process is performed by online using applications such as online meeting room and text messenger in chat room, also telephone calls with the teacher. The interview is done sixth times in different days, and made as fieldnote and also the observation being done through virtual meeting using the application tool.

In the middle of interview process period of data gathering there appear a lack of capturing deep meaning and in observation limited to the appearance of the gesture and face movement. However, I try to capture every gesture and movement beside the statements being conveyed in every meeting we have in virtually. Therefore, data concerning understanding about pembelajaran jarak jauh performed by students, and faced by parents and teacher of music course. Students seem to be more enjoying having more time and space playing time between course of music class.

The teacher tries harder to motivate and stimulate students to be more prepared with their course and necessary instruments they supposed to play with. The teacher makes complaint several times of the parents not willingly helping their kids to get necessary instruments prepared for the course. Instead, they make statements of how the kids are uneasy to manage themselves for the class. At the beginning of study from home, the parents seem give favors to the kids. Along with time, the parents gradually seem to get exaggerated.

I manage to make transcription followed by categorization using operational concepts by the outline of resilience, conscience, and distance learning in the context of development sustainability. Meanings are drawn after data analysis then interpretations constructed. The field note is classified and categorized in accordance to the topic and issues as the problem is complex. The transcription then is analyzed to get meanings and essential issue occur behind every event that is conscience.

The significant of the finding that conscience is essential as quality of human and humanity in the life of human beings. Man keeps trying to sustain in this life which sometime crisis come to threaten and fear them but also there are also blessings at the same time. Documents of reports and articles from mass media also become data concerning school distance learning, Covid-19 pandemic, and government regulations related to those two events. Dataset flourishes the interpretation of conscience which revitalizes during Covid-19 in Indonesia. Pembelajaran jarak jauh becomes the entry point of this discussion.
3 Results and discussion

3.1 To navigate within borders amidst the shifting process

The assumption is that societies all over the world now appealingly perform distance learning shifting from learning in physical class during Covid-19 pandemic, it is two distinct remain separate from each other. A cultural border is expected to form between them. A border is not a neutral demarcation line. It is a symbol of power that imposes inclusion and exclusion. The more privileged dominant, hegemony side will actively control the border to keep border-crossers out. Erickson accentuated the political nature of a border is a social construct that is political in origin [12]. Across a border power is exercised, as in the political border between two nations (p. 42). It is clearly distinct to a cultural boundary refers to the presence of some kind of cultural differences as characteristic of all human societies, traditional as well as modern.

A cultural border connotes a barrier that a more powerful side constructs to guard its own political power, cultural knowledge and privileges. Issue of ideal appears on majority of men in Indonesia as ideal regarded to be more ecstatic, optimistic and glowing, distinguishing itself from the real culture, which is the actual picture of the society. The gap between the ideal and real culture is wide. While ideal culture involves an idealized and resolute value system that controls perfect behavior, real culture involves a value system which is adaptable and serves as a set of preferred guidelines. The border between ideal and real culture conscience. Conscience as the practical reason when applying moral convictions to a situation [28]. Conscience may be gain through daily contemplation and meditation combined with selfless service to others. Digital consciousness is the advent of a post materialist theory of everything [11].

The gap of these two on men is mediated by image. Image has been used by everyone seems familiar with the word. Distance learning during Covid-19 replacing in class learning is assumed to shift the ideal. The shifting happens as the image truth on ICT succeed to be a guide for majority of people to make a choice in ways of learning and life. It is not ambitious if we say that ICT or life style of ICT becoming a best seller commodity during Covid-19 in this universe. Because of the situation, the image also goes with community, enterprise, nation, leader, and ourselves, also becoming the image. These images are continuously and wide spread being used in everyday life, and repeated in academic meeting by professors, employees/employers, and people at home with their family members. These words become familiar which actually are images because of extensively ICT has diffused in every human being everyday life, that makes the images of those become real because they become familiar.

Today, everybody can create his own experience, using the facilities of ICT. We may get the faith to the end that we can measure our lives. Each of us now keeps trying to make the ideal of our own self. It may be said that we are now reaching the ultimate of our expectation as man. Now, we are no more talking about ideal instead we are now talking about a sum of ideals. The statements of teacher and parents,

“All the courses are conducted by online because of the protocol of pandemic. It is really more tiring job rather than usual courses in the class at school concerning the issue dealing with kids. Even though, e-learning has been performed instantly as optional in some courses occasionally before the pandemic, full-time e-learning need more efforts in the condition we have to deal with ourselves. Kids have getting used with using application as provided by school but we need more to shifting the focus now on our kids full time.”
All these times, man use to say that God creates man using his own image. Today, man may invert that metaphor to his by the use of sophisticated ICT. The order of nature and the order of God works in hand naturally to this universe. God and man are a flexible world. The relation between the two produces what it is called by values. The use of ICT extensively and massively around the world during pandemic Covid-19, men have succeeded emptying the word of values. Students says that “they have been getting used by using applications. They have made application as parts of their life but to do learning all day through and everyday using online learning put them in more flexible way and more option in their conduct.”

This situation happens when men thrust traditional meaning of values in the context of ethic. Values mean customs, institutions etc, relate to human groups, ethnics, etc. values have been sounded continuously in order to guide men towards certain standard made by the society. In fact, today, during Covid-19 pandemic, those ideals have been left behind. However, there a lot of people still hold values as their life guide as they claim they are most civilized.

Ideal is like a star in the sky. Men have never enabled to reach out. Men accept ideal as the life guide to reach destiny. Men also realize that they are created by environment, but now men believe that environment can be created by men. This contradiction drives men to deal with things and a source of life event such as creating super hero. Everything in this world today are nothing original, but image of images which are created by men. Men believe that experience can be fulfill with contain using ICT. Today, everything that men see, do, hear, are the power of men. Today, life becomes the audience watching men as players are playing a play.

3.2 The negotiation upon the characteristics of god image adhere on information communication and technology

Distance learning during Covid-19 pandemic retreat people behavior to be more focus on interaction with the core family and kin, stay at and work from home, even make new acquaintances all over the world crossing borders without meeting face to face. Covid-19 pandemic and ICT usage work a synergy way to create a life [26]. Individuals all over the world are urged and conditioned to practice their life as usual life with usual behavior but there are obstacles concerning activities should be performed in public meeting. Anyhow, in spite obstacles viewed on the other side of the coin, may have opportunities for men to retreat and reflect themselves. People begin to redefine themselves and make a reflection upon their life and life style before the pandemic of Covid-19 wide spread arouse. Image technologies prominent in today's communications technologies are acidic and to and inherent in traditional cultures [18].

Before the pandemic Covid-19, learning process seems to be teachers and school duty absolutely, since parents are mostly occupied with their own job as members of community or employers of an office or may be directors of an enterprise or government office. The era of economic capitalist supports the democratic country as well as the need of capital arising in family life [2]. Parents are encouraged to work to fulfil the needs of family standard. On the opposite side, shopping malls are facilitated to be the channel for every members of family throw their spending. Malls on the other hand, can be viewed as the representation of consumer nation in spite of producer nation. There is the process of negotiation between resistance and accommodation towards values in real life before and the image of real-life facing e-learning during pandemic Covid-19. This is based on adaptive coping and mal adaptive coping by human in experiencing e-learning [6]. This situation gives impact to the process of online learning at home by school kids who needs more support and guide which used they get from teachers at school. Parent seem to get exhausted and overwhelmed in supporting their kids in online learning process at home. The statement of parents,
“Distance learning ...ough...It makes no sense. We, parents, mothers, become more intense and preoccupied with our kids beside all the job, household stuff that we have to consider. (complaining). The kids become late getting up for school, we have to wake them up ...they don’t get prepared unless we make them to....”

Teachers complain that students neglect the process of learning in virtual meeting using an application from certain option provider. The statement of the teacher, “Students are getting lazier to get every stuff needed being prepared. Parents are getting tired accompanying their kids all the time during courses. Parents seem to complain on their kids but in fact it is their responsibility. Parents could not just rely everything on the teacher. There is kid that mourning about the music instrument unable to find; there is one saying the instrument left in the friend’s house, etc. I need to be more supportive and also more determined facing various behavior of the kids during this period of full-time e-learning. Those parents should help the kids while they kept complaining of themselves. How come parents would not want to help their own kids in e-learning ... (sighing) ...

Some kids still have the spirit of learning as usual but some prefer to take it for granted. Anyhow, parents seem uncoordinated to manage the process of learning for their kids, from preparation until summarize [12]. It assumes because in a sudden they have to do works that are said beyond expectation learning by online. This situation has been going since the development of ICT in universities. Universities enforced to produce production that can be measured in order to get positioning the status and level in competitive global competition [23].

The notion of work from home and stay at home put and give many people the feeling of trapped and being in the cage [10] [17]. While before this pandemic they use and often getting out of the house for leisure and pleasure rather to get it from being at home. Malls and restaurants attract and form standard and level of life style. Social status defined by malls and restaurants and hotels visited [30]. Most gatherings were performed in malls which shifting gatherings used to be at home. Before many luxurious and fancy malls being built, family time is at home in the dining table and living room. This traditional habit replaced by modern habit of family spend most of the time outside the home by eating out or shopping. It is not tendentious to say that Indonesian people in urbans and rural have been influenced and infused by hedonism life style. People do their living and behaving in ways that mean you get as much pleasure out of life as possible, according to the belief that most important thing in life is to enjoy yourself.

Protocol of Covid-19 pandemic globally apply including Indonesia government. The pandemic and its protocol turn the life, government policy in politic, economic, social, cultural seemed turning upside down if we see it from the point of view of pandemic [31]. However, when you come to see this condition as ethic, the world, nature, and universe make men to turn back and revitalize conscience naturally. It seems the way of universe to govern itself and manage human being who have lost control in managing environment which actually as the source of their living. The movement of stay at home may be a way to hold men up from spending more leisure and hedonism life outside their habitus. This event retreats men to come back and know their selves by conscience [5]. ICT creates an image of life source event in making human life sustainable and enable to continue sustainable development movement.

Information Communication and Technology has the power for men enable to create and to form expected environment, and then to fill the environment with expected experience, including creating God. God for men whom believe in him can be viewed as a life source event which bear the characteristics of God familiar to men. God is not exist spontaneously or not even creating himself. God exists by men planning and internalizing continuously to others. God is created primarily to fulfil hopes and be the place for men to report about life. God gives impact to the life of his believers. It is rather absurd to say but on the other hand
it is reasonable to view God may be regarded as internet and applications which has been used by most men in this world and Indonesia to fulfil each individual need to watch. The power of internet and its applications can be measured through reports conducted by user individuals, and the report about frequency of user individual accesses. The relation between God and reality underlying works ambiguously. This situation triggers us to ask question what has God done to us men?

There are people worries about God credibility being disruptive by certain groups. On the other hand, men create God intently with the believe that God fulfil his own need. God is likely as great celebrity being admired and begged for the mercies by men. In the sensible mind, God is provided by men in order to fulfil the emptiness that sensed by men. God becomes the greater of the great. This then makes people that think that God is not a fact of nature but a fabricated usage for men whom are afraid of God. Men believe in the greatness of God that God creates himself. There are people assume that God is not power because God creation is by himself in the image of believers. Information Communication Technology has the characteristic of creation but it is in fact created by men. Men whom create ICT and master the function and mechanism of ICT may govern the image of ideal because they manage the creation of men and the world. Even though, there are people become the believers of ICT now adays rising up in number. This passing two months, there are webinars using the title that has an option meaning such digital or die. The statements contain deep structure of men nowadays that ICT is not an option but it conveys the image to sustain the men life. It is just like the image and the ideal of Sustainable Development Goals adopted by all member states of United Nation in 2015, the period 2016-2030 to address the overwhelming empirical and scientific evidence that the world needs radically more sustainable approach [22].

In sum, men as human beings have conscience use ICT extensively because Covid-19 pandemic occur and corner men to no option to sustain their life. The process of distance learning during the pandemic is showing us about the process of ritual in human life in cycle giving the impact to retreat and reveal their conscience. When it comes to ethic, conscience acts as the image of the ideal to manage and treat environment, social and physical [3]. Conscience control behavior of men such as hedonism and also crisis. Conscience is the sustainable image and ideal that become the foundation and guide for men to their acts, conduct, and behave towards himself and his environment to reach sustainability development.

The challenge that most of us have to take in three dimensions system that include the ministry of primary and secondary education, parents/students/teachers and researchers. Researchers need to participate more in giving the solution to the government in this case the ministry of education in primary, secondary education to clarify the e-learning in the ways student way of thinking and feel in order to ease the shifting process, and to nurture the image values from the real life to enculture in their e-learning experience. The ministry of education and the researchers both provide talk shows or seminars to parents as the way to support their resilience and development sustainability personally through their kid schools as providers. This way out to nurture every one conscience and resilience in three dimensions system may be the solution based on this topic of paper.

4 Conclusion

For most people in their experience, distance learning (Pembelajaran Jarak Jauh), and also Covid-19 pandemic are viewed as a life source events positioned at border grits. There is resistance and accommodation at the same time on kids, parents and even the teacher occur during the experience. It has the meaning of resilience to live and or/ die back to human ego is conscience. Conscience is the core of individual ego to resist and accommodate by
navigating his/her life in this world which include most of human aspects such political, social, economic, and religious belief. However, borders push men in all over the world to revitalize human conscience in their whole lives when there is an exaggerated source life in a sudden and emergent need. The meaningful immense event operates and revitalize conscience in men because of threats, fears and worries. The conscience becomes significant since it was in the state of being secluded while hedonism behaviour overload human minds and passions. Conscience revitalizes when an event intervening in the life of human being trespassing borders which supposed to be watched out and nurture in order to avoid human beings plunging in the threshold. Conscience fills the soul and physical body of human beings from the beginning till the end.

The two meaningful life source events reflect that men live in the world of facts and at the same time also living in the world of image from the world of values. The image gives its fact to men in this world by ICT which becomes the hand of God for men to climb up out from threshold. Information Communication and Technology then becomes the ideal of the image. Image works in fabricated way, believable, even though passively, vaguely, and ambiguous. The meaning of fabricated in this context it tries to convey the meanings that image is something coming out of the plan especially created by particular people as a particular intent to impress others. The movement perform reciprocally to enhance impressive and clean impression.

Image in this context means that human beings acknowledge a distinction between what we see and what real is. However, we express our own preferences on what is going to be seen. Image created by the use of ICT during the events of distance learning in the midst of pandemic Covid-19 ensures us about the definition of image is the personality of public which has the characteristic of virtual. It differs to individual characteristic which is implicit. Public lives naturally along with image, and interest and opinion to development sustainability.

Image then becomes believable. Image becomes a way to reach virtues shown in the picture of distance learning during pandemic Covid-19 objectively and subjectively. The assumption that image becomes important thing in the time of cultural social process. And, image too, becomes like an enterprise as enterprise is an image. The image becomes perfect and also becomes the pattern of life which give satisfaction to each individual, it may happen as the image is formed as virtual, concrete, and simple. After all, citing Boorstin statements this paper is to reminding us about the stuff in every aspect between men and reality and ICT, that is conscience as ICT now become the real reality for human lives. As e-learning becomes the core of SDGs then conscience as the core human existence live the experience of human life in equity.
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